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Review of Ideas
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Client Feedback page
Final Design
Cutting list & parts drawing

1) INITIAL IDEAS
1 x A3 page of ideas with notes

Initial Design Development…

From this part of my Design Development I have found
out that my product needs to be bold and unique, and
at the same inspired by nature.

Initial IDEAS

Aluminium wire
bent around a
former
Will need a thread
added by a die

Space theme

Square base provides more
space
Base could be black board
paint to allow chalk writing

Wooden beads
Acrylic stars yellow, glued on

Moon
Mdf
Spray paint
Circular base
Plywood
Spray painted

Rocket
Laser cut acrylic
Sub print

Change layout as looks better
A story of the rocket blasting off from space and
heading to the moon (both on wooden beads)
Base painted with black board paint to allow
chalk writing
Stars laser cut yellow acrylic. Earth sub printed or
green vinyl stuck on blue acrylic

2) REVIEW OF IDEAS
1 x table that reviews your ideas against YOUR specification

Spec

1

2

3

4

5

Conclusion

This idea doesn’t
match the brief and is
too

Meets the brief is a
good idea, it will need
to be developed to
make it so it can be
taken apart for
recycling

This idea is not
sustainable enough and
does not meet the
clients needs

Too childish and doesn’t
hold enough items

Too expensive to make and
I wouldn’t have the time to
make it

Client Feedback

I don’t like this idea it is
too complicated and
does not suit my style

This idea is too simple
and does not hold
enough items that I
need

The client likes this one
the most
A great idea that is eye
catching and matches
the space

I like this idea as well but
would want the colour
changing to make it feel
more grown up

This idea is ok but I don’t
think it would hold the
weight of the items. It also
will cost too much to make

Must be space saving and look modern yet
appeal to young and old customers.
The cost must be acceptable for new family's
and movers, therefore cheap .
Must be aimed for an older aged family.
Product needs to be recyclable to fit in with the
circular economy.
Can be no bigger than a size A3 sheet of paper
however it can be bigger along as it can be flat
packed.
Made safe to reduce health risks.
Needs to be able to old or store a large amount
of weight neatly.
Made from a sustainable source while also
remaining appealing to customers.

3) DEVELOPMENT OF IDEAS
1 x table that reviews your ideas against YOUR specification

MODEL___: The purpose of this model was to……………
POSITIVE
AESTHETICS
The style / look of the product

What do you like about it and why?
How does it meet the brief
How does it meet your target market need
How does it meet your client needs

EVEN BETTER IF

FUNCTION

SPECIFICATION

How well does it work?

WHICH PART OF YOUR SPECIFICATION
DOES IT MEET ( HOW?)

How well will it do its job

How dies it meet the brief
How does it meet your client needs

SIZE
COMMENT ON THE SIZE OF IT – IS IT THE CORRECT
SIZE? TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL?

How is it sustainable / flat pack
How does it meet your chosen CONTEXT
(Space, New product, Curricular Economy)

THIS SLIDE IS TO HELP YOU ADD NOTES
TO ALL YOUR DRAWINGSCONCLUSION
FUNCTION

AESTHETICS
What would you change and WHY?

How could you improve how it functions?
How could it be more sustainable / flat pack?
How could you develop it more?

What will you do next?

Design Development…

From this section of my Design Development I have found out that this specific
design is very modern, unique and meets the customers demands therefore would
be a great choice for the final design.

Another example of design
development

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

My theme of space means I
need a dark colour to
represent space

My base will be made from
MDF which comes in sheets

I could go with bright colours
But this doesn’t match the
theme
I can decorate the surface
using either VINYL stickers or
LASER CUT acrylic

There are a range of
dark colours available –
I find black too dark for
my design

If I go with a planet theme I could use spray paint to
create some creative eye catching designs – that look like
a planet

I need to decide on the base shape – the rounded corners
make it more child friendly – circular makes it look more
like the moon or a planet

Detailed CAD Model

The images below show how the rocket will be built up. There are multiple
differently designed layers, allowing for lots of room inside the product for any
electronics, wiring and LEDs. It has been divided into groups of the same layer,
however the exact number of each is not final. The very middle layer has gaps
cut out in the back for the LED to go through, in addition to others used to hold
the fire shape made out of acrylic.
These layers will be cut out using a laser to make them more accurate and
increase the speed of the process. To do this I will need to utilise CAD – I will
create the designs in 2D Design, rather than use Google Sketch Up as below.

OR

Building up the rocket layers in this way means the lamp is flatpack as required.
It could either arrive to the user as separate pieces, or already attached. In the
case of the former, it would most likely need to be held together by screws.

This 3D design made in Google Sketch Up accurately shows how the product may
look upon creation. Using Computer Aided Design allowed me to input precise
measurements for the model, meaning that everything is to the correct scale of
the design. Using this, I can evaluate how the lamp looks so far and make any
necessary changes to improve its appearance. For example, from looking at the
diagrams above, I may decide to increase the length and width of the base in
order to make it more stable.

(OR BOTH)

The image up and to the right depicts the lamp separated into its three main parts – the base, stand
and rocket (the more complex rocket can then be separated into individual components shown to the
right). The base and stand could be attached by drilling a hole in the base to match the size of the stand
so it fits in well. Alternatively, I could simply screw through the bottom of the base and into the stand –
however, this depends on which material I use for the cylinder.

4) MODELLING
1 x page with pictures of your models and notes

12- Development
This is a net design for
my storage unit that
includes where I’m going
to place my dowel joint

A mirror may be applied here to
allow people to look at
themselves, as it is aimed at late
teens and early 20s

I have decided to use
Scots Pine (Soft Wood)
because it is
readily available and
fairly cheap. This may
bring down the cost of
this storage unit

On both developed design
s I might design a logo on it
reading

Dench

This is a
exploded view
of the unit

Side view of my unit
A housing joint
will be placed on
the inside on
both sides

The curved Side will give my
storage unit a Streamlined effect

Initial idea

A streamline affect will be
added here

The impact of my design on the environment:
This storage unit does not have a negative impact
on the environment because all the materials used
can be reused

This is the handle of
the storage unit

These are several designs
for the handle of my
storage unit, but it has
not been finalised yet

The social/moral impact of my product:
This storage unit has a positive social and Moral
impact. The reason for this is because of the
shape of my design is made in mind of the target
age

Sustainability issues for my product:
This product is very sustainable because most of
the components will be made from wood but some
acrylic. The acrylic is shatter resistant, also my
wood will be varnished, therefore my storage unit
will last longer

This design is good in some ways, but the
fundamental problem i have with it is how simple
it is. It is ridiculously boring and square and even
in the individual compartments and boxes of it
there is very little variation. The colour scheme
crashes also, however having seen these two
colours work well together when in paint, I think
they will go together better if I was to use this as
my final design and actually construct it.

Also
the
other
problem I have with
this storage unit is
that the boxes have
varying sizes. CD’s
are a set size which
is
100mm
all
around. They may
not fit in some of
the boxes I have
allowed for them
here as they will
probably be too
short. The one good
thing I can say
about this box
however is that it
appears that if I did
make it, the design
structure
would
allow for it to be a
sturdy
piece
f
storage. Due to it’s
strictly cube shape.

This design is probably my
favourite of all of them
because it manages to
appear to be simple
enough to construct, while
following the traditional
complexities that one
would
expect
from
Memphis style work. It
also looks as though it will
maintain it’s sturdiness
due to the amount of
supporting pieces of wood
there are holding each
individual horizontal piece
up. In my interview
summary I decided not to
add
meaningless
aesthetics but they’re
small and manageable on
this.

The impact of my design on the environment:
This design is made of wood and therefore does
not have any negative implications upon the
environment other than the glue that it is joined
together with which will eventually wear away.

The social/moral impact of my product:
There are no environmental effects.

13- Development

The type of wood I would use to build this is something I’m still not
sure about. I might use pine as it is strong and it looks good, but the
only negative side of it is that it is quite thick and may take up more
room than I would have hoped. However this is just another quality
that makes it sturdier and therefore even more suitable for the job. I
think that if I wanted to make this unit however, I’d need to plan out
my design better and also add some random shapes in keeping with
the Memphis design style. This would make it more fitting to what
I’m doing and help me to make a better product.
Sustainability issues for my product:
It is easily sustained because it is a sturdy unit
which, if I do decide to make it out of pine will
also be created out of a stable steady wood, so
physically it will be able to retain it’s strength
and shape for years. Environmentally it is also
ideal as there are literally no negative
environmental effects for people to complain
about and so sustainability is no issue for this
storage unit.

5) Client Feedback page
What does your client think

6) FINAL DESIGN
1 x detailed drawing either on paper or on pc that fully explains your
final design

Final Design…

Final Design

Final Design

Wire made of brass, will
need tap and die to
allow a nut hold it in
place

Beads made of
wood.
Characters and
items laser cut
and glued on

Wire will have a
nut on each side
to secure in place

Wire

Nut
FINAL DESIGN
BASE

Base parts
made on laser
cutter.
Painted
Vinyl stickers
added for
Earth
Yellow acrylic
stars

Nut
Thread (added by Die)

Final Design on SketchUp…
The base of my light will be made from two types of wood: Plywood and Mahogany. These provide strength and
durability giving the lamp a sturdy and flat base. Through the process of laminating I will sandwich a layer of Plywood
in between two pieces of Mahogany. When the layers set from glue I will evenly sand the base as a hole and when do
so I will apply a varnish or Oil to the base to make the product more Aesthetically pleasing and to add protection. In
side the plywood I will create a channel to hold the components of the switch. The switch will sit above the first layer
of mahogany and the wire will sit inside the Plywood and bottom layer of Mahogany. The wire from the switch will be
part of the main wire and the rest of it will run through the Plywood and go to the plug. I chose to use a plug instead
of USB as it’s more practical for the light purpose and placement as next to most beds there will be a plug. Inside of
the base will sit all the wiring for the switch. Inside will be the connections for the switch and the power supply, as
well as that a grove will be cut so the wires for the plug and bulb can slot inside and be hidden, enabling a tight fit.
The topper which is made from 6mm MDF (Medium Density Fibre) will be joined together
through finger joints. The finger joints provide a strong edge and a tight fitting therefore there
will be no movement that could cause the light to break. As well as providing stability it also
gives the light a professional finish and its flat pack which meets IKEA’s specification. On each
side of the panels a silhouette of a tree or something inspired by Nature was cut out. Behind this
will be a piece of Acrylic that will be screwed into the back of the MDF pieces. I used four
different colours so that different colours of light are projected onto nearby walls. This addition
will make the room more Aesthetically pleasing and homely due to the addition of different
coloured lighting. Underneath the box will sit two pieces of MDF wood. One will fit perfectly
inside the topper and another will be glued underneath to fit the perimeter of the outside so the
sides fit in the gap between the two pieces so that the whole top doesn’t fall. The piece of Steel
fits inside the bottom layer of the two pieces of MDF as a hole the diameter of the rod will be
cut into it and a small one in the top layer so that the wire can run through. At the bottom of the
Steel rod a little grove was cut so that the wire can thread through and out of thee base where a
hole will be cut. The wire out of the base will be roughly a metre long. This is an appropriate
length to reach plugs from a bedside table or even a cabinet. In the middle layer of the base
using a milling machine a grove was cut out to fit the width of the two wires. In order to hide
them to improve the products aesthetics a piece of Mahogany will sandwich the wires in for a
tight fit. Because the power source of the light is attached to the wire which will sit into the
middle layer a separate grove will need to be cut to make room for the power supply. I chose to
use Plywood and Mahogany because they provide an aesthetically pleasing look and a finish can
be applied. For the topper I chose to use MDF, this is a cheap alternative to plywood. The wood
is much cheaper however and easier to work with, reducing the cost to make the product and
the profit made when selling it. Finally, for the rod I chose to use a Steel. This is a cheap
alternative to aluminium and its much easier to work with as it can be refined and wet and
dried.

7) Cutting List & Parts
drawing
A list of what materials you need to make it and/ or a parts drawing
showing each part of its size

Part name

Material/component

Material Properties

Reason for material Selection

Dimensions /Quantity

Materials to be Used

